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PRECISION HEALTH CARE LAUNCHES GPS IN-SOURCE PROGRAM

BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, May 5, 2015 – Precision Health Care, LLC has launched its
Giving Partners Solutions In-Source Program to assist hospitals in transitioning its current
wound centers from third party management to self-managed facilities.
With the recent development of wound management company mergers, reimbursement pressures
and demands for quality measures, the timing is ideal to in-source wound care service lines.
Having self-managed wound centers will increase the hospital’s control while eliminating
management fees.
Through the GPS In-Source Program, Precision Health Care will provide the hospital with
consultation, engagement options and additional tools to help the hospital achieve its in-sourcing
plan.
Key elements of the GPS In-Source Program include the feasibility analysis, operational plan,
timeline, EMR, data management, staffing and the procurement of hyperbaric chambers and
other medical equipment while prioritizing the focus on the continuity of patient care.
“Precision remains committed to providing its hospital clients with the most flexible offerings in
the industry,” Marc Kaiser, president and CEO of Precision Health Care said. “The GPS InSource Program is another example of our ability to adapt to the changing health care industry
while fulfilling the needs of our clients.”
Hospitals can take the free on-line survey titled “GPS In-Source Survey” at
www.precisionhealthcare.com/gps to evaluate the advantages to in-sourcing its wound center.
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About Precision Health Care: Precision Health Care partners with hospitals to open and
provide ongoing management and assistance in wound care and hyperbaric medicine.
Headquartered in Boca Raton, Florida, Precision has provided wound and hyperbaric
management and consulting since 1982. Focused on safety, compassionate care and service
excellence, Precision is dedicated to Giving Partners Solutions℠ and designing resources and
capital to meet your facility’s needs. Learn more about Precision Health Care at
www.precisionhealthcare.com.
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